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Double Champions in 2000, The ‘Buy as You View’ Cory Band
in the gardens of Dyffryn, St Nicholas, Near Cardiff.
Dyffryn was built by John Cory (1828-1910), the elder of two Cory brothers who founded Cory Brothers in Cardiff.
In Cathays Park there is a statue of John Cory erected in his lifetime in 1906 to honour his philanthropy.

THE CORY BAND PLAYS ON

Clifford Cory, instigator of the support for Ton Temperance
Band, was the second son of John Cory. He later became
chairman of Cory Brothers Ltd and was made a baronet in
1907. Sir Clifford did much philanthropic work, especially in
connection with the welfare of miners. He established a
number of institutes for miners in the Rhondda area and was
very popular with them. On one occasion the workmen of the
Resolven Colliery presented him with an illuminated address
in gratitude for his efforts on their behalf.

The ‘Buy as you View’ Cory Band won the British Open
Championship in September with what was described
as a ‘courageous’ approach to one of the test pieces.
The following month the band narrowly missed
achieving double honours when they came a close
second in the National Band Championships at the
Royal Albert Hall, losing by one point. Winning is not a
new experience for this successful Welsh band whose
name you may have heard on the television when they
were playing near St Paul’s Cathedral prior to the
service during the Queen’s Jubilee.
The Cory connection? The band evolved from the Ton
Temperance Band founded in 1884 in the village of Ton
Pentre in the Rhondda Valley, South Wales. Ever keen
to provide facilities for their work force, Cory Brothers –
owners of several mines in the Rhondda including Ton
Pentre - opened a library in 1895 at their Gelli colliery in
the neighbouring village and the Ton Temperance band
was engaged to play at the ceremony. So impressed
was Clifford Cory, a director and son of John Cory of
Dyffryn who with his brother Richard owned Cory
Brothers, that he offered to provide assistance and find
suitable employment for a first class conductor. Hence
the Cory Workmen’s Band was formed, later to become
the Cory Band. The miners paid a halfpenny a week
and continued to do so until the last of the local
collieries, the Gelli, closed in 1962!
The Cory Society

by Ida Birch

The Cory Band made steady progress, reaching ‘firstclass’ status and winning the title of Premier Band of
Wales and in 1923 achieved the distinction of
performing what is believed to have been the first radio
broadcast by a brass band from the studio of the newly
formed Radio Broadcasting Company in Wales. Despite
considerable success in their home country over many
years, British honours eluded them until 1948 when they
came second in the National Daily Herald Cup, followed
in 1950 by second place in the most challenging of all
contests, the British Open. The Band continued to
impress the judges over the years being close
contenders for titles but it was in 1974 that they first won
the National Championship, the first Welsh band to do
so, and went on to a hat-trick of wins in 1982, 1983 and
1984. In 1980 they won the European Brass Band
Championship.
In 1998, after many years of reliance on concert fees,
prize money and fundraising by dedicated wives of band
members, the Cory Band sought sponsorship. The
Cardiff company ‘Just Rentals’ stepped in, later to
undergo a change of name to ‘Buy As Your View Ltd’
which has resulted in two further changes to the band’s
name. The Cory name is retained and that provides the
link with their earlier successes. It was with the
appointment of Robert Childs that the band reached its
culmination of success in the year 2000, when the band
became the first Welsh band in the 148 year history of
the British Open Championships to win the coveted
Shield and be crowned "British Open Champions". Not
content with this achievement, the band reclaimed the
title of National Champion Band of Great Britain at the
Royal Albert Hall in October 2000 and became historic
"Double Champions".
Progress has not been without problems. In 1990 the
practice room - situated above the lamp room at the
defunct Pentre colliery - burnt down, arson suspected
but never proved. Not only had they lost their premises
but also their music, banners and trophies and many
instruments. Local organisations were generous with
help, one local band - recently defunct - donating their
music library. It takes a lot to keep a bunch of brass
players down and they bounced back but they still
rehearse at Pentre, currently in the old post-office
sorting room. They have a busy schedule: making CDs
(six in two years); giving concerts; and entering
competitions!
It’s not possible to mention all their achievements. It
must be said that they continue in the tradition of the
Dyffryn Cory family - aiding charities by playing at fundraising concerts. If you want to know more and where
they will be performing, why not visit their excellent website www.buyasyouviewcoryband.co.uk
Sources:
History supplied by the band’s concert secretary, Greg Jones
The Sunday Times Magazine, 10 May 1998
Obituary of Sir Clifford Cory (1859-1941) – cutting from
Cardiff Central Library.
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FRENCH CONNECTIONS

Our next stop was in Rosporden. This
town is famous for its beautiful lake
and the amazing reflection found on its
surface of the complete church of
Eglise Notre Dame. The walk around
the lake was pleasant and as we
enjoyed the colourful gardens around
the war memorial I noticed on a plaque
commemorating the local men who
had died in the Second World War, the
name of Robert Le Corre!
Framed in the open church door was a
perfect stain glass window and we
wandered inside. It was a pretty little
church; partly 14th century for the main
section had been rebuilt in the 16th
century. These later builders, had not
managed to line the new part up quite
right. It was only when you reached
the main altar and looked back that
you became aware that the older,
smaller altar was a good metre to the
right!
Two years ago I wrote of my discovery
in Brittany of a town called Coray or
Kore to give it its Breton name.
Situated on Route D50, it is just a
small town very much like so many
others in France, although it is famous
locally for its biscuits. I always
regretted that my only view of it was
the place sign flashing past as I, with
my fellow travellers, sped back to our
hotel from a day out. So this year
whilst visiting that region again we
drove through the town and I took a
snap just to prove that I wasn’t
imagining it.

Reading the English translation of the
history of the church, I discovered that
the Knights of the Hospitaliers of St
John of Jerusalem, through the
Kerminily squires “whose manor
stands by the road leading to Coary”
presented the altar-piece and statues of
St John and St Veronica. I found this
intriguing as during the Norman reign
in England, in 1345 at Windsor, a John
de Cory was prince’s clerk; in Essex,
Simon de Cory was a landowner
between 1246-1253; and in the 13th
century records, Alditha Cory, a relict
of Ralph le Kent. So were these three
Corys just using the Norman form of
address or were they French like
Jeanette Rens, a Breton, who centuries
later married Gilbert Cory?

by Margaret Goffin
commemorated there are 7 non-world
war and more than 500 Foreign
National war casualties. I didn’t know
if there would be a Cory name there,
but looking through one of the
Memorial Registers which are kept in a
small brass cupboard for visitors to
consult, I found just one, a Core.
I wandered through the orderly rows of
perfect white headstones, along row
after row, passing by others silently
searching for that certain stone, feeling
almost guilty that I couldn’t stop to
read every name – to give each man
his due. I felt a terrible sadness for
these brave young men and their
families. At last I found plot XII F.16
and the headstone for Trooper
Frederick Walter Core, 7896821 of the
Northamptonshire Yeomanry RAC. He
was 23 when he died on 3rd August
1944. I do not know which family he
came
from,
and
even
the
Commonwealth War Graves site
records only his name, rank and
number but I paid my respects and
stopped for a while.

“Was I happy now?” my companions
asked, finding all those Cory-type
connections on my first day in France!
“Oh yes” I said, “I can’t expect any
more” unless, I said to myself with
fingers crossed behind my back, we
come across any cemeteries of war
graves.
Towards the end of our holiday we
went to Bayeux. We saw the tapestry
of course but also on the edge of the
town we visited the cemetery. It stands
along the Rue de Sir Fabian Ware and
on the opposite side of this busy road
stands the Bayeux Memorial. There are
now
over
4,100,
1939-45
Commonwealth
war
casualties
commemorated in this site. Of these
338 are unidentified casualties. Also
The Cory Society
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Sources:
John de Cory: PRO Close Roll 19 Edward
III ii m.13d (FONS)
Simon de Cory: Society Archives.
Alditha Cory: Manuscripts Catalogue ref
Seals. CLXXII.13 (http:/molcat.bl.uk)
Commonwealth War Graves web site:
www.cwgc.com.uk
Gilbert Cory born Holsworthy 1812-died at
Vacy N. Australia in 1896
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KATHLEEN CORY
by Ida Birch
It was with great sadness that we learned of
the death of Kathleen Cory on 23 August
2002. I first heard of Kathleen Cory in 1990
when her recently published book ‘Tracing
your Scottish Ancestry’ was highly
recommended during genealogy classes but I
was not to meet her until 1996 in London at
the Victory Services Club, the venue of our
summer event that year. To be frank, I
anticipated that it might be rather daunting to
meet someone of her stature in the genealogy
world but Kathleen couldn’t have been more
friendly and down to earth.
A keen member of the Cory Society,
Kathleen travelled from her home in
Edinburgh to attend, in the company of her
daughter Elizabeth Cory, meetings in London
and summer visits to Norfolk and Jersey, her
support and presence welcomed by one and
all. She brightened any gathering. I feel I’ve
lost a member of my own family whom I’ve
known all my life and I know that others feel
the same. She was delightful company, a
raconteur with stories of her experiences as a
cleric’s wife which would surprise many a
bishop - for instance gathering up her
daughters’ dolls from around the altar where
they had been playing, just in time for
evensong! We shall miss her but above all we
remember her daughters Alison Kozowyk and
Margaret (Maggie) Murray who have lost their
mother just one year after losing their sister
Elizabeth. What a tragic loss that must have
been for Kathleen.
Kathleen’s importance as a genealogist can
be judged by the fact that her death was noted
in the Scottish Parliament and by the
obituaries which appeared in The Daily
Telegraph, The Times, The Scotsman, the
Edinburgh Evening News and Scotland’s
‘leading quality newspaper’, The Herald,
whose detailed report in its 28 August 2002
issue is reproduced with the editor’s
permission on the facing page.

Kathleen Beatrice Cory
FSAScot, genealogist and heraldist;
born January 18, 1924, died August 23, 2002.

CORNWALL’S MODERN EQUIVALENT TO THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY?
Thank you to Kate Pearce in Marazion, Cornwall who sent me pages from the Limited Edition - The magazine for Cornwall,
Sept 2002 issue (ISSN 1476-833X) which has an article on the Tregellas Tapestry. The tapestry consists of 58 embroidered
panels featuring the history of Cornwall, created by a group of interested people including Annie Corey, a qualified
embroidery teacher whose husband John was a manager at the Penventon Hotel. The tapestry was started in 1991 and
workshops were held monthly in the hotel until the tapestry’s completion in 1994. Not only were embroiderers involved, but
spinners and dyers, using traditional methods to produce wool and fabrics such as cockleshell lace. The tapestry is now housed
in the Cornwall Centre in Alma Place, Redruth. Annie, who with John has just joined the Cory Society, has very kindly
provided a more detailed account of her work on the tapestry, which will feature in the next newsletter.

The Cory Society
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OBITUARY

Kathleen Cory
Englishwoman who became leading Scottish genealogist and international lecturer
Kathleen Cory’s authorship of the book
which has become the family historian’s
bible provided a major contribution to
the development of genealogy in
Scotland in the late twentieth century.
Tracing your Scottish Ancestry proved a
runaway bestseller from the day it was
published in 1990 and she was working
on the third edition when she died. Mrs
Cory was not unaware of the irony of
being an Englishwoman in a very
Scottish marketplace.
She proved a feisty lecturer, who
was ever more than a match for any
heckler, her delivery relying on humour
rather than dry facts to get across a
point. She was widely sought-after for
talks, and at the age of 76, embarked
from her Edinburgh home on yet
another international tour, this time a
gruelling 17 lectures in eight days
aboard the Queen Mary at Long Beach,
California. It proved to be the finale on
a lecture circuit which in 25 years had
taken her several times to the US,
Canada and Australia, as well as
throughout the UK.
Cory’s entry into genealogy was
almost accidental. Widowed at 49 with
three young daughters to raise, she
possessed no career skills, but she was a
born organiser, and embarked on
training as a genealogist. Three decades
ago, there was neither system nor
procedure to learn the necessary skills,
and Scotland’s network of family
history societies had still to occur. But
such was her progress that when the
Scottish Genealogy Society set up its
original list of approved researchers, her
name was there.
Her reputation and worldwide client
base grew rapidly. She based the
strength of her approach on what was
doubtful and should be disregarded.
Long before research became computerassisted, she knew her way round the
archives of Register House. As for the
Scottish Genealogy Society, not only
did the archives in their Victoria

Terrace headquarters become a second
home, but she herself greatly
contributed to them.
Kathleen’s fine nose for detail was
bettered only by her accuracy. Her
insistence on precision disappointed
many a client looking for proven
descent from a colourful ancestor. But
the same dogged resolve attracted her to
the serious corporate market, including
a spell working for Debrett’s.
While her husband’s Norfolk
pedigree had been established by others
to 1398, she neglected her own in
favour of her clients. At the time she
died, she had only established her
ancestry back to the relatively modest
date of 1795.
She was approaching 70 when she
took on the chairmanship of the
Heraldry Society of Scotland, instilling
rigour and discipline into that
organisation. Never afraid to speak her
mind, she transformed the monthly
lectures, not only attracting a range of
new speakers but lacing their audience
introductions
with
warmth
and
amusement. A tall, elegant woman with
immaculate bearing, she took every
opportunity to deliver a bon mot. Under
her chairmanship, the Great Heraldic
Exhibition was initiated, an event
opened in Edinburgh in 1995 by the
Princess Royal.
Kathleen Reed was born in her
grandmother’s house in Portsmouth.
After an early childhood in India,
parents Charles and Beatrice moved to
Edinburgh where her father took up a
post in forestry. She was educated at
Miss Crawford’s in Windsor Street and
George Watson’s Ladies College. When
war came, she joined the Wrens, serving
at HMS Caroline in Belfast. She always
recalled with some pride that she has
been a “seaman torpedoman”. During
the war she met her husband-to-be Paul
Cory, then an officer in the Royal Naval
Volunteer Reserve.

Their post-war married home was in
Oxford where Paul studied geography at
Oriel College, before reading theology
to be appointed a curate in Crawley,
Sussex. Not for the first time, his wife’s
flair for organisation and leadership
came to the fore, and she ran the Young
Wives’ Group. From 1952 at her
husband’s next church in Bermuda, she
became district commissioner of the
local Girl Guides. When in 1960 her
husband’s parishioners at Moulton,
Lincolnshire, complained that she was
devoting too much time to running the
local Women’s Institute, she promptly
started a club for men. A founder
member of the Association of Church
Fellowships, she was involved in
organising the Lambeth Conference in
the late 1960s.
The loss of her husband in 1973
proved a major blow, and she returned
to Edinburgh where she felt her roots
lay, plunging herself into supporting her
family. The new career she made for
herself set her on a different stage, and
the publication of her book threw her
into contact with fresh sources. Within
two years, Tracing Y our Scottish
Ancestry had been through three print
runs, with the second edition extending
to two more reprints.
She was predeceased by her eldest
daughter, Elizabeth, a year ago, and is
survived by daughters Alison and
Margaret; and grandchildren Kate,
Elizabeth, Paul, Alexander, William and
Charles.
GORDON CASELY

PAM CORY, OUR AUSTRALIAN CO-ORDINATOR received an e-mail request for help from Valerie Dickson who
has only recently started researching her Corey family and her grandmother Lillian Mabel Corey. Valerie could not find the
information she sought until she dropped the ‘e’ and tried Cory in her Internet search. She was immediately directed to the
Cory Society website and the page with information on the family living at Ballarat - her ancestors! Valerie has a photograph
of this family and very kindly sent a copy to us for our collection. In return we introduced Valerie to Kate Pearce and Des
Cory who also belong to this line. Des’s father Theo was in the photograph! More excitement for Des whose daughter
Suzanne has made him proud. (See back page)
The Cory Society
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ECHOES FROM THE PAST

by Margaret Goffin

An unusual article appeared in the
Guardian Newspaper in September
about a musical performance which
was to take place on September 15th, as
part of the Thames Festival. Now if this
newsletter was an April issue you might
be forgiven for thinking this report was
part of an April Fool joke. I did not
witness the event but how I wish that I
had. For preceding the fireworks finale
were tugboats, performing in a 15
minute piece by musician, writer and
sound curator David Toop.
Toop’s site-specific piece was the first
to gather so many vessels together in
the cause of art. The Siren Space
concert was planned in three sections:
starting with tugs calling to each other,
as in conversation, then joined by a
saxophonist Lol Coxhill. “Each whistle
or hooter is a personal signature”, says
Toop. “They are fluid markers on the
river, each as recognisable as the
other”. He pre-recorded three of the
tugs which made up an interesting
chord and all participating vessels
played from cue sheets. The middle
section was space and echoes, dub
music; “echoes can have a peaceful
effect on people”. The third section
bringing in poetic ideas, such as sailors
being lured to their doom by sirens.
Then followed a poem by Bob Cobbing
before the climatic mass expression of
tug tooting!
Most river tugs date from the 1950s but
four years ago Cory commissioned the
first new-built tug for 30 years. Two
more are expected soon. The replaced
tugs will probably go to preservation
groups, like the ex-Cory vessel
Swiftstone which is owned by a
charitable trust and crewed by off-duty
or retired tugmen.
Toop said we notice when building and
landmarks disappear, but we are less
conscious of losing sound. This made
me think. What sounds do I remember
from my childhood? The rag and bone
man’s call and radio’s Listen with
Mother’s opening phrase “Are you
sitting comfortably?” with me replying
“Yes, but Mother’s standing up”. The
sound of the waves as I lay in bed at my
Grandmother
Wells’s
house
at
Sheringham.
My grandmother Harriet Burrell Cory
lived at Edgefield in Norfolk and on
Sunday several of her daughters and
sons would gather for tea. The house
was an old flint cottage with two rooms
up and two rooms down. With no
The Cory Society

Aunts Flo and Elsie, Nanny Harriet, aunt Doris and my mother Violet
running water, all water had to be
fetched from the pump down in the
village street and the toilet was outside.
The front room floor had sunk over the
years so the armchairs nearest the walls
had a disturbing tilt backwards.
Each family brought their own
sandwiches and cake and Nanny
provided the tea. It was part of my
childhood, meeting up with my cousins
and playing in the garden whilst the
grown-ups chatted and played cards. I
can remember hearing the hens
clucking noisily as a new egg was
deposited in one of the nestboxes; the
feel of the warm egg as I picked it out
of the straw.
My cousin, Sylvia Fry found a tape
recording which her parents had made
at one of these family gatherings.
Sylvia’s mother Flo lived in London
and so was only able to see her mother
and family very infrequently. She must
have got a great deal of pleasure
hearing her sisters chattering away on
the tape. My Nanny’s giggle, my
mother and aunts talking, snatches of
conversations, started then lost as they
moved away. Was that my mother’s
voice? I’m unsure until I hear that
certain phrasing, that certain inflection
and I know it was her.
Another section of the tape was made
during the Norfolk family’s visit to
London with Uncle Jack singing and
Uncle
Albert
reciting
Stanley
Holloway’s “When Albert went to the
zoo (and got eaten by lions)”. I know
December 2002

the date of the tape recording as Uncle
Albert started his recitation by
announcing it in a very formal manner
before stopping in hoots of laughter as
the words of the monologue escaped
him. Strange to think that my mother
was the age I am now and sad too that
they have all passed on.
We don’t have a video camera and I
always make a point of keeping a low
profile when anyone else points one in
my direction, because surely my voice
hasn’t got that broad Norfolk accent
and was that wide beam really mine?
But perhaps in future, in the interest of
family history, I had better find one
presentable, walking, talking record of
me for the family archives.
Sources: Guardian Newspaper report
“What a hoot?” by Graeme Ewens.

Do you have old reel-to-reel tapes and
other “dead” media ? Precious Voices
specialises in restoring the sounds from
these enabling the voices of family
members
to
be
heard
again.
Tel. 01526 399445
http:www.info@preciousvoices.co.uk
info@preciousvoices.co.uk
www.preciousvoices.co.uk
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From our Honorary Secretary.

Jean Hayes, Nov. 2002.

Hello Members,

our lines are linked.

Thanks to all who made our
last AGM and the talk in
June so enjoyable by coming
to London. It was the
Society’s tenth birthday so
we had a cake and drank a
toast to the past and future.

Family history is very much a two-way process – one gives
and hopefully one receives. By maintaining a strong
society we are collecting data and people, past members and
new members, who eventually may link up or just expand
their lines. We are pleased that Ida Birch has become our
principal Archivist. As you are no doubt aware, Michael R
Cory’s poor health has prevented him attending meetings for
some while and now a most painful condition, on top of his
angina and movement problems, keeps him from spending
too much time at his keyboard. I send him my very best
wishes. The recent loss of Kathleen Cory has made us realise
how precious these knowledgeable people are.

We are grateful to Vernon &
Michael R., both now
Honorary Life members, for
establishing our fellowship
in 1992. We owe a great
debt to the committee
members over those ten
years, many of whom have
put a great deal of effort into
travelling to the meetings
held at Harpole and in recent
years in London. Vernon
Chairman Mark Hassall
Cory,
Marilyn
Cory,
Margaret
Cullingworth,
Elizabeth Cory and Bill Cory attended teens of meetings,
Michael R Cory, Colin Cory, Patrick Cory, Jean Hayes and
Rosemary Gitsham have attended 20 or more and Ida Birch
and Mark Hassall have attended 30 and 38 meetings
respectively. Several newer committee members are also now
attending regularly. Many other hours are spent at home or
elsewhere on Society work. I give a very big thank-you for all
the support and encouragement I receive from colleagues.
Thanks also go to all members who have attended our
gatherings or contributed to our aims in other ways, for
example computer and Internet time given so freely by
members. We are so very grateful to those who continue to
renew their subscriptions each year even though family
history may not be top priority these days. The money does
enable us to produce the newsletters and it underpins our
aims.
Our aims are:
A] To inform the membership of the accumulated knowledge
of the history and genealogy of the Corys, via such published
books, newsletters, research papers, reports etc. as occasion
and publications facilities permit.
B] To encourage interest and to stimulate research on the
part of members and to co-ordinate such contributions.
C] To stage meetings and reunions on an occasional or
regular basis.
D] To affiliate with such bodies as are capable of assisting
the society in this work.
E] To promote an advisory function by assisting as far as
possible with individual requests for data.
F] To maintain and add to data banks with information from
genealogical, historical and personal sources.
G] To liaise with overseas societies and from time to time to
exchange delegates to conferences.

As I write this on 10th November, I have 21 people booked in
to come to the West Country event in May 2003. I still have 4
double rooms to fill at the hotel. Please advertise this trip
wherever you can. West Country people can pop in daily or
during the weekend, non-members and family welcome. I
have no American bookings due to the terrorism situation so
am dependant on UK people. Ida is taking much trouble with
our itineraries to fit with people attending. Please do not miss
this opportunity to attend the 2003 reunion, we do not know if
we can continue such regular reunions in the future. Thanks
for the letters and e-mails received back from people recently.
I was so pleased to hear from Raymond Cory who has just
celebrated his 80th birthday, although in poorer health of late
and without Betty now. Many of you met Raymond and
family when he held his welcome party and did the Cardiff
tour in 1998.
Finally, an apology for not including the financial statement
in this issue as we are still working on it due to Bill’s work
commitments involving so much foreign travel. The Society
balance is healthy.
THANK YOU FOR BEING MEMBERS.
Regards from Jean

———————————————————————————
I have been looking at the Newsletter report of the very first
AGM on October 22nd 1993 held at Harpole in
Northamptonshire when our membership stood at 17 and
subscription rates were £10 per year. Our membership has
risen to 70 but the subscription rate is just £12 per year. A
renewal form is enclosed with this issue and we hope that you
will fill it in and send it off without delay because as Jean
said, your contribution helps us to continue researching and
promoting the Cory name and creates new stories for you to
read.
If you have a story to tell or a photograph you would
like to share, write to me at the address overleaf. You never
know where it might lead!
Margaret Goffin, Editor.

We only circulate our constitution when members join or to
inform of changes. So you may not have seen these for some
time!
We are at present taking part in a DNA sampling of six lines,
which the Cory Family Society in America is funding. We
thank them for their generosity and hope that it will shed light
on their three 17th Century emigrants as well as telling us if
The Cory Society
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS

NEW MEMBERS: A warm welcome to:
Robert Clifford CORY of Lilliput, Poole, Dorset Norfolk
line.

Sylvia Ann and her husband Douglas James FRY of
Hemel Hempstead, Norfolk Line.
Simon Bruce Cory WILLIAMS with his wife Elaine
Patricia and their son Preston Simon Cory WILLIAMS of
Claremont North, Western Australia 6010. Norfolkline.
John Edwin COREY and his wife Annie Dorothy, of
Bissoe, Truro, Cornwall, Linkinhorne
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Susan Stead has moved to
Spetisbury, Blandford, Dorset although her telephone number
and e-mail remain the same.
BIRTH: Miranda Marie-Anne Birch, daughter of Paul
and Juliana Birch, born on 21 July 2002, grand-daughter
of Ida and Peter Birch. When she grows up, it’s likely that
Miranda will hear how her mother was rescued from a traffic
jam on the M4 caused by an accident in which an overturned
lorry completely blocked the carriageway and hard shoulder.
Juliana went into labour, perhaps precipitated by the sight in
front of her! It was with relief that she heard there was a midwife nearby only to be informed that she was among the
injured receiving treatment. A helicopter arrived but it was
considered too risky for Juliana to fly so it was by ambulance
that she was taken to the safety of a hospital, firemen
shielding her from the press who were intent on getting an
interview and photographs before her departure. I wonder
what place of birth would have been entered on the birth
certificate had Miranda arrived in double quick time on the
M4?

Philip's Parish Church, Joppa, immediately followed by
cremation at Warriston Crematorium. In lieu of flowers,
donations were requested for any cancer or heart charity.
(Kathleen’s obituary is on pages 4 and 5.)
PROFESSOR SUZANNE CORY AWARDED ROYAL
MEDAL IN LONDON

Shortly before going to press we heard that Professor
Suzanne Cory, Director of The Walter & Eliza Hall Institute
of Medical Research, Melbourne was in London on 29
November to receive one of the three Royal Medals for 2002
awarded by the Royal Society for her distinguished work on
the molecular basis of cancer. Suzanne is the first Australian
woman to be awarded the Royal Medal and only the sixth
Australian in the 177 year history of the medal. Among her
many previous honours was winning the Australia Prize, the
most prestigious international award provided by the
Australian Government, in 1998.
Professor Suzanne Cory is great granddaughter of Thomas
James Cory and Lucy Ann Lake, who emigrated to Ballarat,
Australia in 1877. Her father Desmond corresponds regularly
with member Kate Pearce of Marazion who discovered the
link to her husband Ted’s family. Ted’s mother, who was
Elizabeth Cory, was the great-niece of Rev Thomas James
Cory. This family has often featured in our newsletters (Nos
10, 11, 12, 20 and 24) as new discoveries in its history are
uncovered and we will have more about Suzanne and her
work in the next issue.

DEATH: Kathleen Beatrice Cory, FSAScot, died suddenly
on the evening of 23 August 2002. She had been unwell on
and off for the previous month but was still working on her
memoirs. The funeral was on Friday 30th August, 2pm, at St
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